
HET Termly Plan for Year 5: Autumn

History: Note please refer ABC when planning your sequences of lessons
A. Knowledge and understanding of

chronology
B. Historical enquiry (skill) – using

evidence
C. Interpretation of history

- Place their current study against previously
studied periods displayed on a general
timeline and demonstrate which came
before/after using appropriate language e.g.
A D/BCE.

- Sequence on a timeline significant
events/people alongside less significant
events/people of the time studied.

- Note contrasts over time.
- Know precise dates, period labels e.g. the

ancient Greeks, and relevant historical
vocabulary. (See appendix A)

- With support devise and pursue historically
valid research questions based on historical
key concepts.

- Develop and use with increasing confidence
and skill: the library and book research skills,
the internet, chosen texts and artifacts.

- Explain that a range of sources is needed to
gain a full picture of a historical event or
person.

- Understand the meaning of and use primary
and secondary sources.

- Use collected evidence to build up a picture of
a past event.

- Recall, select and organise historical
information in developing written accounts
and a range of other media.

- Understand the significance of primary and
secondary sources when answering historical
questions.

- Compare the value of different sources in
topics they are learning about.

- Understand that the past can be interpreted
in different ways – offer reasons.

- Recognise bias within sources.
- Begin to apply an empathetic view of the past

– viewing the past through the eyes of those
who lived through it.

Knowledge of British/ wider world history Vocabulary
The Final Frontier – History of the Space Race

Science: sometimes one topic per half term
Topic 1 Earth and Forces Vocabulary Working scientifically Resources
- Know the planets of the solar

system, their order from the
sun, the movement of the moon
relative the Earth and that the
planets and their moons are
approximately spherical
bodies.

- Use the idea of the of the
Earth’s rotation to explain day
and night and the apparent

Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, rotation,
orbit,

- Build a simple model of the solar
system (could be homework)

- comparing the time of day at
different places on the Earth
through internet links and direct
communication

- constructing simple shadow
clocks and sundials, calibrated to
show midday and the start and
end of the school day

Weights, rulers



movement of the sun across the
sky. (3 weeks)

- Understand gravity as a force
and that unsupported objects
fall to earth due to the gravity.

- Understand the concept
between mass and weight.

- Recognise that some
mechanisms-levers and pulleys-
allow a smaller force to have a
greater effect (3 weeks)

Gravity, force, pulley, lever,
mechanism, approximately, - Gravity experiment – Weight and

gravity experiment. 5 different
objects to be dropped and
timed.

- Investigate how levers work-
practical experiment. Could link
to DT.

- Topic link- final frontier.

Topic 2 Sound and Light Vocabulary Working scientifically Resources
- Consolidate understanding that

light travels from a light source
e.g. lamp or sun.

- Consolidate understanding that
a light source creates shadows
and how to use shading to
create 3D pictures. Link to Art
and Design

- Consolidate understanding that
sound is associated with objects
vibrating

- Consolidate understanding that
vibrations travel through a
medium to the ears

- Consolidate understanding of
the links between the pitch of a
sound and features of the object
that produced the sound

- Consolidate understanding that
the volume of a sound is
associated with the strength of
the vibrations that produced it

- Link to music - Continue to
observe that that sounds get
fainter as the distance from the
sound increases.

Fainter, quieter, louder, noisier, pitch,
high, low, vibration

- Use understanding of tone in Art
and Design and the effect of
light sources in science to create
3D portraits using pencil and
charcoal and chalk.

- Design experiments to illustrate
that instruments made of
different materials make
different sounds

- Explore how different lengths of
keys on a xylophone and/or
glockenspiel have a different
pitch. Explain why this might be
the case

- Examples of pencil and charcoal
and chalk drawings by famous
artists Art link

- Different musical instruments
Music link



PSHE:
Topic 1 My rights and
responsibilities
[Autumn 2 The Final Frontier]

Learning outcomes from progression document and enquiry questions

● understand to work cooperatively to solve problems or achieve goals use strategies to manage anger,
frustration and aggressive feelings use knowledge of others’ viewpoints to resolve problems and compromise.

‘How do you know who you are sharing your information with?’
How do you know I that person shares your information with someone else?’

‘Someone has had personal information shares about them. How might this make them feel?’

‘Discuss the cause and effect of poverty locally and globally.’

Compare the impact of poverty locally and globally.’

‘Discuss: the media is always biased. It provides no valuable source of information.’

Key Vocabulary poverty
culture

Topic 2 My Feelings ▪ understand that fairness and equal opportunity are an important part of British values.

‘How might your emotions/feelings change as I grow older? Will everyone’s experiences be the same?’

‘Is it always possible to know how someone is feeling through their body language?’
‘How else can we know how someone is feeling?

‘How can I help all my friendships to be happy and safe?’
Key Vocabulary anger

frustrations
mixed feelings
resolve
compromise

Inquiry Questions:  -

1. How does Jesus inspire Christians? (suggested focus Mother Teresa)
2. How do Christians bring hope at Christmas? (suggested focus Christian Organistation eg Salvation Army, Samaritan’s Purse, World Vision)



Apply Skills  (covered every term)

● Asking  questions to develop
understanding

● Discuss to widen
understanding

Raise questions about morality, identity, belonging, meaning, purpose, truth, values, and commitments.

● Enquiring, investigating and
interpreting

Philosophy

Express and communicate their own and others’ religious insights in different forms using symbolism.

Explain, using a range of reasons, whether a position or argument is coherent and logical.

Link a range of different pieces of evidence together to form a coherent argument.

● Express their views in response
to what they are taught

Discuss and express their views on some fundamental questions of identity, meaning, purpose and morality
related to Christianity and other faiths.

Explain a range of answers to ethical and moral questions and issues, drawing conclusions and showing awareness
of diversity of opinion and why there are differences.

● Develop the skill of responding
creatively and of
communicating their feelings
and ideas

Apply their ideas to their own and other people’s lives.

Give meanings for a range of forms of artistic and symbolic associated with the religions they are studying.

Religious Knowledge and Understanding  (Termly Focus)

Knowledge and Understanding of
key beliefs of religions

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:



Show increasing understanding of religious practices, beliefs, and experiences of Christianity and Islam.

Christianity – Know that Christians believe that: There is only one God. God is a Trinity of Father, Son and Holy
Spirit. God is powerful, all knowing, holy and loving. By believing in these Christians live their lives to help others
and bring hope.

Knowledge and Understanding of
the practices and features of
religions,

e.g., festivals, celebrations,
artefacts, buildings

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:

Give simple explanations of sources, practices, beliefs, ideas, feelings, and experiences (answering the

“why?” questions)

Give explanations and meanings clearly using religious vocabulary accurately.

Make links between sources, practices, beliefs, ideas, feelings, and experiences.

Describe some similarities and differences between religions give meanings for forms of religious expressions e.g.,
rituals, artefacts.

Christianity- That at the time of Christmas Christians believe they should show how they are loved by God by
helping others.

That Christians believe that Jesus sacrificed himself for them and so they too should devote their lives to him and
helping others around them.

Knowledge and Understanding of
religious texts and stories
including: special words and
stories, and special things in
nature.

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:

Give meanings for a range of religious stories and sacred texts.

Recognise figurative or non – literal uses of language.

Explain how some forms of religious expression are used differently by individuals and communities.

Know key information about the structure of religious texts.



Christianity: Know importance of the Bible for Christians and how it is interpreted leading to people bringing hope
at Christmas and inspiring others to devote their lives to helping others less fortunate than themselves. (various
Bible reference to helping and caring for others)

Knowledge and Understanding of
special people holy men and
women

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:

Identify people who inspire, influence and are sources of wisdom to themselves and others and explain their
impact on people’s lives.

Christianity – Looking at the life of Mother Teresa and the impact she had on the poor of Calcutta.

Knowledge and Understanding of
the importance of belief and its
impact on lives

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:

Understand and describe the impact of religion on people’s lives making clear links to beliefs.

Understand and investigate the significance of religion in the local, national, and global communities.

Apply this understanding to the following content.

Christianity – That Christians live their lives through the teaching of Jesus and that he told them to help others . In
that way they will find salvation.eg Luke 26 V38

Vocabulary
Inspiration
Parable
Salvation

Vocabulary
Hope

MfL: Please note: MfL is taught in Years 3- 6 not in KS1. There are short videos to explain the suggested activities on Google Classroom
Topic
Listening Listen attentively to an extended spoken text or video with some familiar language, and be able to

summarise in English what you have heard
suggested activities Slap the board
Speaking Take part in conversations and express simple opinions giving reasons
suggested activities sing the verbs



memorise a human sentence, choral repetition, gradually remove a word, continue to help build
memory

Reading Learn a song or poem about space using the written text for support
suggested activities put words into dictionary order
Writing Use a wide range of adjectives to describe space, using reference materials such as dictionaries /

word banks / wordreference.com for support
suggested activities labelling displays in French

make a verb wheel
Grammar be able to conjugate some high frequency verbs eg jouer, aller

Adjectives usually go after nouns, apart from adjectives of age and size
Key Vocabulary La planète est comment? = What is the planet like?

Quelle est ta planète préférée? = What is your favourite planet?
Pourquoi?  = Why?
Jupiter
Saturne
Mars
la Terre = Earth
Neptune
Mercure
Vénus
Uranus
une galaxie
une navette spatiale = a space shuttle
une comète
le vide = empty space
des étoiles = stars
des astéroïdes
la Lune = the moon
un satellite
une fusée = a rocket
le Soleil = the sun
L’Espace = space
des météorites



anneau = ring
comète
dieu = god
fleur = flower
humain
lumière = light
nuit = night
taille = size
vaisseau = vessel
équipage = crew
diamètre = diameter
eau = water
extra terrestre = ET
forme = shape
gaz = gas
jour = day
nuage = cloud
pilote
roche = rock
sonde = probe
système solaire = solar system
terre = earth
vie = life
est une planète = is a planet
Adjectives:
rapide = fast
grande = big
petite = small
énorme = enormous
troisième = third
chaude = hot
froide = cold



ce n’est pas = it is not
tourne autour de = goes around
je joue = I play
tu joues = you play
il / elle / on joue = he / she / we play
nous jouons = we play
vous jouez = you (lot) play
ils / elles jouent = they play
je vais= I go
tu vas = you go
il / elle / on va = he / she / we go
nous allons = we go
vous allez = they go
ls / elles vont = they go
le verbe aller = to go
il ne faut pas l’oublier = you mustn’t forget
COLOURS
OPINIONS

Resources wordmats, wordsearch, flashcards, human sentences, pairs game
https://www.lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources/PrimaryFrench/planets-flowchart-FR.pdf
Aller verb song

Art and Design
Media Learning outcomes from the progression document
Drawing using pencil, charcoal,
chalk, and ink
Autumn 1

- Explore the effect of light on objects and people from different directions
- Use knowledge of shading and textures to create different surfaces e.g. table, piece of bark
- Begin to select different techniques for different purposes
- Introduce pen and ink as a medium for drawing
- Produce increasingly accurate portraits and figure drawings using scale and proportion
- Begin to explore drawing landscape using simple perspective in using a single focal point and horizon.

Key vocabulary light, shading, texture, perspective, landscape,
Resources including artists - pen, ink, pencils, charcoal, ink,

- Neo- futurist concept artist- movie designers. Syd Nead
Printing - Continue to gain experience in overlaying colours.

https://www.lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources/PrimaryFrench/planets-flowchart-FR.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4ktRrWUzCw


(found materials, fruit/veg,
wood blocks, press print, lino,
string)
Autumn 2

- Overlay prints with other media.
- Use print as a starting point to embroidery.
- Demonstrate a range of mono- print techniques.

Key vocabulary - overlaying, embroidery, print
Resources including artists - string, fabrics, paint, fabric paint, printing objects, rollers, printing blocks, needles, threads

- Book illustration with prints- Richard Sternbach (did - Space prints for Star Trek)

A. Health and fitness B. Compete and perform C. Evaluate

- Know and understand the reasons for
warming up and cooling down
- Know and explain some safety principles
when preparing for and during exercise.
Key vocabulary: strength, flexibility, warm up,
cool down, performance, health

- Perform own longer, more complex
sequences
- Be able to consistently perform and apply
skills and techniques with accuracy and control.
- Perform sequences/dances etc. using a
range of movement patterns individually and
within a group
- Take part in competitive games with a
strong understanding of tactics, composition and
teamwork
Key vocabulary: sequences, accuracy

- Choose and use criteria to evaluate own
and others’ performances in a constructive and
supportive manner.
- Explain why particular skills or techniques
have been used, and the effect they have had on
performances.
Key vocabulary: criteria, constructive feedback

1. Ball Games - Use different techniques to hit a ball.
- Begin to learn the skill of good hand-eye coordination for striking or hitting a ball
- Identify and apply techniques for hitting a tennis ball.
- Explore when different shots are best used.
- Develop a backhand technique and use it in a game.
- Practice techniques for all strokes.
- Consolidate different ways of throwing and catching, and know when each is appropriate in a
game.
- Use a variety of ways to dribble in a game with success.
- Use ball skills in various ways and begin to link different approach  together, applying tactics in
a game.
- Pass a ball with speed and accuracy using appropriate techniques in a game situation.
- Keep and win back possession of the ball effectively in a team game.
- Demonstrate an increasing awareness of space



- Choose the best tactics for attacking and defending. Shoot in a game. Use fielding skills as a
team to prevent the opposition from scoring.
- Know when to pass and when to dribble in a game.

- Devise and adapt rules to create their own game.
Key Vocabulary: - Technique, Backhand, Tactics

2. Dance - Create some actions while remembering others and improvise with a partner to create a simple
dance.
- Begin to evaluate and improve their dance with a partner.
- Identify and repeat movement patterns and actions of a chosen dance style.
- Compose individual, partner, and group dances that reflect the chosen dance style.
- Show a change of pace and timing in movements.
- Develop an awareness of use of space.
- Demonstrate imagination and creativity in the movements devised in response to stimuli.
- Use transitions to link motifs smoothly together.
- Begin to vary dynamics and develop actions in response to stimuli.
- Improvise on their own with confidence, still demonstrating fluency across the sequence.
- Ensure actions fit the rhythm of the music.
- Modify parts of a sequence as a result of self and peer evaluation.
- Use some more complex dance vocabulary to compare and improve work.
- Perform with confidence, using movement patterns.
Key vocabulary: transitions

Computing: Y5 Autumn Term
Curriculum organisation: ● Each Computing theme has a section for key vocabulary to be introduced during the theme. Often key

vocabulary will be repeated across all year groups so that pupils can talk about their work in computing using
the correct terminology.

● Thinking like a computer is the golden thread that works across every aspect of Computing.
● When planning to teach Computing skills, it will be possible to combine some areas together, they will not

necessarily need to be taught as discreet lessons.
● Under each topic key concepts and approaches will be given. Knowledge and understanding of online safety

builds year on year. Each learning component from the previous year will be revisited and consolidated year on
year. In addition to explicit teaching in the classroom, E-Safety can be covered in the follow ways: Class
assemblies, Warm up activities, School assemblies.

● In each of the three sections (Digital Literacy / E-Safety, Computer Science and Information Technology) the
skills to be taught are colour coded: Knowledge, Understanding, Skills

● Knowledge, understanding and skills are built upon each year, many are revisited during the year and built
upon.



● E-Safety, Digital Literacy and Information Technology will be taught across all terms, Computer Science will be
taught in the Spring and Summer Term.

● Please link most Information Technology and Computer Science skills with other subjects, for example teaching
the use of new software within History and Geography or teaching how to access suitable software and
applications through software required for MfL or Music.

● When you are planning E-safety please make meaningful connections with work in Computer
Science and Information Technology.

Digital literacy and E-safety
Digital Literacy: a skill to use
information technology to find,
evaluate, create and communicate
information.
E-Safety: safe and responsible use
of technology; behaviour online and
security.
Note: This section is revisited
termly for each year group to
embed knowledge and
understanding of online safety.
This is a high priority to ensure
all pupils are safe online.
Knowledge, understanding and
skills are built on each year
through a deepening of
understanding and through
consolidating knowledge and
skills learnt the previous year.
When you are planning these skills,
look at how these skills can be
connected with Computer Science
and Information Technology.

● Demonstrate how to differentiate between appropriate and inappropriate material / actions / requests online.
● Explain how to report this content and what might be the outcome of reporting.
● Demonstrate a secure knowledge of common online safety rules.
● Demonstrate a secure knowledge of the effects of not being careful when posting online.
● Know ways that some information online could have been created, copied or shared by others. Discuss how

this information could be misused.
● Understands what the age of digital consent is (13 for most platforms) and why it is important.
● Explains why age restrictions exists and why some online platforms ask users to verify their age.
● Understands what a digital footprint is, how it develops and how it can affect their future.
● Fake News – Discussion Point
● Describe the impact of too much screen time. Refer to instances where too much time on screen has led to a

negative situation
● Know how to select digital content when searching on the internet for content. Explain why copying someone

else’s work from the internet without permission can cause problems.
● To know, understand and explain what makes a suitable passwords, discussing the impact that unsuitable

passwords may have.
● To recall what personal data is, detailing examples of what is not safe to discuss online. Understanding the

potential effects. Know how data is collected through websites and that this information is ‘harvested’ and
‘farmed’.

● To know that devices, apps and games are designed to keep users online for longer than planned of desired.
To explain how this is achieved through notifications. To understand this is persuasive design is used to make
money.

● To know what the term Privacy Setting means. Explain what privacy settings are for. Discuss how you can find
privacy settings on various platforms. Understand the importance of privacy settings and why they should be
used.

● To know what a fake profile is and explain what these could look like, understand how to look out for fake
profiles.

● To know why most of what you see online is targeted information, for example the adverts seen on websites.
Discuss how websites and apps can target information displayed using cookies.

● Know what an online challenge is (usually through social media), these can be fun and harmless. Some can be
dangerous and even illegal.

Key vocabulary ● Key phrases
● Keyword



● Autofill
● Characters
● Password
● Cookies
● Personal Data
● Fake Profiles
● Persuasive Design

Resources ● https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/research-resources/schools/e-safety-for-schools

● https://www.internetmatters.org/resources/

● https://www.ceop.police.uk/safety-centre/

● https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/

● https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/training/online-safety

● https://www.justonenorfolk.nhs.uk/staying-safe/staying-safe-online/e-safety-younger-child
ren

● https://www.includenorfolk.org.uk/e-safety/
Computer science
Studying algorithms, computer
processes, designing, writing
and debugging programs.
Including knowing the
difference between hardware
and software.

Not this term

Key vocabulary
Resources
Information technology
The study of using systems,
storing, sending and retrieving
information.

● Becoming increasingly confident at typing with two hands through regular practice.
● Mostly selects suitable software to meet the requirements of a specific task.
● Usually saves files to a suitable location on a device or network.

https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/research-resources/schools/e-safety-for-schools
https://www.internetmatters.org/resources/
https://www.ceop.police.uk/safety-centre/
https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/
https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/training/online-safety
https://www.justonenorfolk.nhs.uk/staying-safe/staying-safe-online/e-safety-younger-children
https://www.justonenorfolk.nhs.uk/staying-safe/staying-safe-online/e-safety-younger-children
https://www.includenorfolk.org.uk/e-safety/


Don’t forget to link your
E-Safety work with the teaching
of these skills

Accessing Programs and
Features

Using software Not this term

Creativity
This area of IT lends itself well to
foundation subjects

Not this term

Key vocabulary
Resources

D&T Topic Learning outcomes from Progression document
To be used consistently across the year, choose relevant statements to match you medium term plan

Design:
Red- explaining/ understanding choice of material/
resources
Purple-Using teacher modelling or ideas to
generate own ideas.
Brown- purpose of product
Green- research of products similar.
Pink- language. Vocabulary and ability to explain
product and purpose.
Blue- written or pictorial planning/ labelling.
(KS2)

Make
Red- safety and hygiene.
Purple-Choosing appropriate tools/resources
Brown- Use of skills e.g. cutting, measuring,
choosing materials, assembling and finishing
products.
Green- following their plans/ sequencing the skills
needs to create a product
Pink- Know the purpose of the product, be able
to evaluate the product and identify if it is fit for
purpose.

Evaluate
Purple- test product against Success Criteria
Orange- link evaluation to similar products,
(inventors, designers and cost) KS2.
Green- orally discuss improvements/ possible
changes.
Blue- written, oral or pictorial evaluations (KS2)

Describe purpose of materials or resources,
compare practicalities of resources and how they
help meet the success criteria.

-Take a user’s view into account when designing
and design 2 or 3 different versions with the same

-Use selected tools/equipment with good level of
precision
-Produce suitable lists of tools,
equipment/materials needed
-Select appropriate materials, fit for purpose;
explain choices, considering functionality

-Evaluate ideas and finished product against
specification, considering purpose and
appearance.
-Test and evaluate final product
-Evaluate and discuss existing products,
considering: how well they’ve been made,



purpose but different elements e.g. shape, size,
material.

- Begin to consider needs/wants of
individuals/groups when designing and ensure
product is fit for purpose.

- Use internet and questionnaires for research
and design ideas.

- Use computer-aided designs.

- Create own design criteria

- Produce a logical, realistic plan and explain it to
others.
- Use cross-sectional planning and annotated

sketches
- Clearly explain how parts of product will work.

- Clearly explain how parts of design will work,
and how they are fit for purpose

-Mainly accurately measure, mark out, cut and
shape materials/components
-Mainly accurately assemble, join and combine
materials/components
-Use techniques that involve a small number of
steps
- Can mainly accurately apply a range of finishing
techniques

-Create and follow a detailed step-by-step plan.

-Explain how product will appeal to an audience
* begin to be resourceful with practical problems

materials, whether they work, how they have
been made, fit for purpose
-Begin to evaluate how much products cost to
make and how innovative they are

Research how sustainable materials are

*talk about some key inventors/designers/
engineers/ chefs/manufacturers of
ground-breaking products

-Do thorough evaluations of existing products
considering: how well they’ve been made,
materials, whether they work, how they’ve been
made, fit for purpose through pictures, drawings,
annotations and writing using key words
provided.

Key vocab: Key vocab: Key vocab: design decisions, functionality,
authentic, user, purpose, design specification,
design brief, innovative, research, evaluate,
design criteria, annotate, evaluate, mock-up,
prototype

Technical knowledge – Materials/structure
Technical knowledge – Materials/structure

(To be completed in a certain term to link within
your topics- see your group for which term).
Name materials

Describe materials and choose materials
appropriately to fit a purpose.

Measure materials

Structure a product using materials

-Select materials carefully, considering intended use of product and appearance
-Explain how product meets design criteria
-Measure accurately enough to ensure precision
-Ensure product is strong and fit for purpose
-Begin to reinforce and strengthen a 3D frame



Key vocabulary frame structure, stiffen, strengthen, reinforce, triangulation, stability, shape, join, temporary,
permanent

Resources
Technical knowledge - Mechanisms Autumn 1- earth and forces

-Refine product after testing
-Grow in confidence about trying new  / different ideas
-Begin to use cams, pulleys or gears to create movement

Key vocabulary pulley, drive belt, gear, rotation, spindle, driver, follower, ratio, transmit, axle, motor, circuit, switch,
circuit diagram, annotated drawings, exploded diagrams, mechanical system, electrical system, input,
process, output

resources Wheels, axles, axle holder, pulleys, rubber washers wood, cardboard, card, paper, rubber bands,
pencil, scissors, colouring pens/pencils, rulers, balloons, syringes, plastic tubing.

Technical knowledge- food and nutrition
(To be used consistently across the year,
choose relevant statements to match your
medium term plan)

Safety and hygiene

Food preparation- ingredients, equipment
needed to meet a success criteria/ make a
product.

Food groups, textures, purpose of ingredients
and nutrition

Skills e.g.  Blending, stirring, weighing,
decorating.

Evaluate/ make changes to a recipe for a
desired outcome (UKS2)

*explain how to be safe / hygienic and follow own guidelines

-Prepare and cook a variety of savoury dishes safely and hygienically including, where appropriate,
the use of heat source, with adult support.

*present product well - interesting, attractive, fit for purpose
*begin to understand seasonality of foods
*understand food can be grown, reared or caught in the UK and the wider world
*explain how there are different substances in food / drink needed for health

-Use and explain how to do a  range of techniques such as peeling, chopping, slicing, grating, mixing,
spreading, kneading and baking.
*describe how recipes can be adapted to change appearance, taste, texture, aroma

Key vocabulary ingredients, yeast, dough, bran, flour, wholemeal, unleavened, baking soda, spice, herbs fat,
sugar, carbohydrate, protein, vitamins, nutrients, nutrition, healthy, varied, gluten, dairy,



allergy, intolerance, savoury, source, seasonality utensils, combine, fold, knead, stir, pour,
mix, rubbing in, whisk, beat, roll out, shape, sprinkle, crumble

resources Knife, fork, spoon, Chopping board, peeler; grater; mixing bowl; cutters; kitchen scissors;
weighing scales, measuring spoons; measuring jug; mixing spoon; vegetable knife

(food needed to suit individual lessons)

Geography: Geographical Association Assessment criteria for the end of Y6:
Understand in some detail what a number of places are like, how and why they are similar and different, and how and why they are changing.
They know about some spatial patterns in physical and human geography, the conditions which influence those patterns, and the processes
which lead to change. They show some understanding of the links between places, people and environments.
Theme Topic and objectives Vocabulary and resources
Contextual world knowledge of:
locations, places,
and geographical features

Final Frontier Space Race
Locational Knowledge
Locate the countries involved in the space race
Sputniks Launch site – Gagarin's Start
Launch site of Gagarin
- Baikonur Cosmodrome – Southern Kazakhstan
Launch site of first moon landing – Cape Canaveral Florida USA
For all the above locations gain the following place
knowledge:
● climate
● population
● transport links educational institutes nearby

● Population
● Sea level
● Settlement
● Tourist
● Industry
● Products
● landscape

Throughout pupil’s education in the HEART
trust, we would like them to have an
understanding of climate change and the
affects that this is having on the world
currently and how it could affect the pupils

Understand that human actions impact on climate change.
Know the issues in Norwich/ the local district (Lingwood) that
impact on climate change.

Reduce – reuse – recycle,
influence, change behaviours,
raise awareness, ‘green’ agenda,
devise, local, national



in the future. Each year group with have an
enquiry question which will be used to
delve deeply into the idea of climate change
and how we can positively influence the
world. This work will be in addition to any
other geography and can be linked with
PSHE

Devise ways to influence how pupils and adults behave in Norwich
and the district environment.
Write a strategy for a greener Norwich and local district.
Work with pupils and adults to make changes.
Communicate what they have done and the impact.

Human and physical geography.
(understanding of the conditions, processes,
and interactions to explain features, distribution
patterns and changes over time and space)

Enquiry question Using and applying knowledge of
locations:
Explain why locations were chosen for rocket and space shuttle
launches:
Understand what longitude and latitude are.
Understand and explain about climate and how it affects location.
Understand and explain about climate and how it affects
population.
Understand and explain about climate and how it affects transport
links and educational institutes nearby.

Longitude, latitude, location,

Geographical skills and fieldwork
(enquiry and the application of skills in
observing, collecting, analysing, evaluating and
communicating geographical information)

Not this term

Music: Topic heading from Charanga. You will find the units of work on the Google Drive

Spring 1 : Living on a Prayer

Spring 2 Classroom Jazz 2


